European conflict-of-laws scholars have long been fascinated by studied developments in the United States, where a veritable conflict-of-laws revolution has taken place. Now, Europeans have enough to study at home, as conflict of laws is rapidly being Europeanized. Do these developments constitute a new, now European, revolution? And can they inspire the United States, where the field is in disarray? On 9 February 2008, Duke University School of Law assembled experts from Europe and the United States to address these questions. Entitled “The New European Choice-of-Law Revolution: Lessons for the United States?” and sponsored by Duke’s Center for International & Comparative Law in collaboration with the Tulane Law Review, the conference reinvigorated a dialogue between Europe and the United States that has too long been dormant in choice of law (and relatively hostile in international civil procedure). The contributions have now been published in the Tulane Law Review.¹

The first panel was devoted to the core areas of the US conflicts revolution: tort and contract law. Speaking on tort law, Jan von Hein (Trier) questioned the idea of a European revolution, arguing instead that the Rome Regulations are actually the product of a long-run evolution in domestic laws of member states.² To him, the Rome II Convention reflects the heritage of Savigny, and the Rome Regulations are successful precisely because their rules were tested in member states’ courts and analyzed by European academics. Symeon Symeonides (Willamette) seconded many of these views and suggested the US could learn how to reform choice-of-law rules in a long-run evolution, rather than in a short-run revolution.³ However, he also offered lessons for Europe and recommended a move towards issue-by-issue analysis and an acknowledgement of states’ interest in the outcomes of cases.⁴ Subsequent discussions
highlighted a related element that is often neglected: Since US and EU tort law serve different functions, a full comparison may require extra-legal considerations.

Next, Dennis Solomon (Tübingen/Passau) offered lessons for the US from European choice of law in contract law. Solomon noted that the European model may teach the US that a rule-based approach can balance flexibility and predictability, and that public policies may be protected by mandatory override rules that require the application of forum law or the home law of the weaker party. In the US context, such override can disadvantage consumers, as subsequent discussion made clear: Override clauses may lead to differences between the law applicable to the cases of plaintiffs injured by the same instrument, therefore hindering the formation class action lawsuits because class certification requires common issues of fact and law. Patrick Borchers (Creighton) agreed on the desirability of rules, indicating that the US could definitely learn from the European experience. He noted that after Louisiana codified its choice of law principles, the affirmance rate of the state’s trial court decisions increased from 47% to 85%. Borchers also noted that, though American courts acknowledge the need for exceptions to party autonomy in choice-of-law clauses of contracts, recent cases indicate uncertainty about the scope of such exceptions. Generally, Borchers stated that American courts are seeking certainty in this area, and certainty could be provided by codification.

Two other panels focused on the two areas in which the most important European developments have occurred: corporate law and family law. Larry Backer (Penn State/Tulane) addressed a rather unusual conflict of laws: that between private and public law, especially in the case law of the European Court of Justice on golden shares. This conflict emerges, he argued, because, in the corporate context, states sometimes act like corporations and corporations sometimes act like states. Jens Dammann (Texas) looked at the impact of the seat doctrine on the law of jurisdiction. His starting point was the US tradition, now copied in part in Europe, according to which corporations can effectively choose the applicable law under the internal affairs doctrine, which provides that the affairs of a corporation are governed by the law of the state of incorporation. A plausible consequence would be that corporations could always be sued at their place of incorporation. Dammann rejected this solution as both unnecessary and undesirable. Finally, Onnig Dombalagian (Tulane) discussed conflict of laws in the regulation of
capital markets. He pointed out that unification within the EU and the US has not resolved US-EU trading problems where the two capital market regimes differ, such as in insider trading regulations, the role of independent auditors and directors, and the appropriate conduct of takeovers. Dombalagian suggested that globally regulated stock exchanges should be governed by a single choice-of-law mechanism, that is, transactions should be governed by the law of the state in which security is listed on a stock exchange.

The next three presentations dealt with family law. Marta Pertegás (Antwerp) discussed European proposals that resolve choice-of-law problems in family law using a global approach that considers several factors in determining applicable law. In addition, recent European proposals have acknowledged the importance of respecting the justified expectations by allowing parties to choose the applicable law in some aspects of family law. Katharina Boele-Woelki (Utrecht) focused on a theme of great current interest in the US: the treatment of same-sex couples. She noted the differences between the substantive laws of EU member states, some of which recognize same-sex marriages, while others do not even grant registered partnerships or civil pacts. Though the free movement of persons principle could be interpreted to require recognition of same-sex relationships solemnized in other member states, EU law has not yet developed in that direction. Based on the EU experience, Boele-Woelki noted that US legislation on same-sex couples must address the mobility of persons by including private international law provisions; the end goal, however, must be universal recognition for same-sex relationships. Linda Silberman (New York) spoke briefly about the same topic and argued that European rules that use the parties’ significant connections to determine the law applicable to marriage provide a helpful model for American attempts to distinguish “evasion” from “mobile” marriages, especially same-sex marriages. In addition, she addressed rules for divorce, finding that choice-of-law rules are far less important than jurisdictional rules in the United States; although the new European regime distinguishes between jurisdictional and choice-of-law rules, Silberman did not predict a greater role for choice-of-law rules in divorce. Silberman then discussed international conventions on custody and support and thus addressed the global framework within which Americans and Europeans interact and within which comparison takes place.
Moving from specific areas to general questions, a third panel was devoted to questions of method. Richard Fentiman (Cambridge) noted that UK choice-of-law rules differ significantly from their US counterparts, and in some ways the UK’s approach is closer to that of Europe. Nonetheless, he found the new European rules problematic. For example, in Fentiman’s view, the Rome Regulations’ use of the “close connection”, as opposed to the common law’s “significant relationship” test, reflects the limited role of European judges: Whereas the “close connection” formula relies on territoriality, therefore limiting judicial discretion, the “significant relationship” test allows judges to take an active role in discovering interests behind the laws in question. Ralf Michaels (Duke) argued that Europe is undergoing a veritable choice-of-law revolution comparable in importance to that in the US, even though its characteristics are quite different. Three core elements of European choice of law—its private character, its focus on national laws, and its combination of an internationalist perspective and domestic regulation—are all coming under attack. The new constitutionalized regime, he argued, is federalized, denationalized, and mixed, both in terms of its method and in the differences between intra-EU conflicts and conflicts with third states. Bill Reppy (Duke), finally, distinguished three ways in which methodological approaches can be mixed. In what he calls dépeçage, a case is primarily resolved under one theory, but another theory is used in individual issues. In multi-look eclecticism, a court examines the result of resolving the case under one theory, then applies another theory if that result is undesirable. Finally, a court applies big mix eclecticism when it combines all theories to resolve a case. Reppy suggested that both European and US courts apply eclecticism with differing degrees of success.

The final panel discussed constitutionalization and federalization. Jürgen Basedow (Hamburg) focused on the federalization of EU choice of law. Although Europe does not have a constitution in the narrow sense, constitutional law plays a much more prominent role there than in the US, where the Supreme Court has largely abandoned choice of law. This development, together with the growing number of European regulations, means that federalization of choice of law is much stronger now in Europe than in the US. Mathias Reimann (Michigan) responded that federal codification of choice of law will likely remain unsuccessful in the US. According to Reimann, uniform
choice-of-law rules are unnecessary in the US because most contracts include choice-of-law clauses and because transboundary torts are relatively uncommon. In addition, uniform rules might not enhance predictability or prevent forum shopping due to the breadth of judicial discretion in the US. Finally, the US Congress lacks the political will to address a field as technical as choice of law. The last two panelists, Erin O'Hara (Vanderbilt) and Larry Ribstein (Illinois / New York), addressed regulatory competition in choice of law and thus looked at Europe and the US as potential markets for law. They argued that law markets are desirable because they allow parties to use exit as an alternative to voice, facilitate law reform, and achieve better fit between law and the needs of diverse parties. However, law markets may cause third party externalities or result in the unconscionable use of contract power if states cannot protect weaker parties due to exit. Choice-of-law rules should therefore facilitate party autonomy, but also allow states to override parties’ choices through mandatory norms. Federal law could serve as a backstop, generally enforcing state choice-of-law, but preventing overly aggressive policies. Greater mobility due to language and cultural factors, contributed to a more dynamic law market in the US as opposed to Europe. Generally, the systematic approach in the Europe might increase predictability for a law market, but the speakers also praised the somewhat chaotic approach in the United States because it causes less interference with party autonomy.

Generally, conference discussions indicated that the US can learn from the EU experience, even if the lesson learned is that European solutions would prove unworkable in the US. As demonstrated in the first three panels, the EU and the US confront several similar goals in specific areas of law—achieving predictable results in contracts and torts, facilitating cross-border transactions in the corporate context, and allowing free movement of persons in family law. Nonetheless, the discussions also showed that the conditions of choice of law in Europe and the United States are vastly different: Specifically, the different roles of the law and of legal institutions in Europe and the US make simple transplants unlikely. The greatest success of the conference, then, was not the suggestion or refusal of a fully fledged transplant, but the insight that both sides can learn a great deal from a renewed dialogue. Several participants mentioned their
eagerness to continue this dialogue, fueling hope that the current respective isolation of European and of US choice of law can be overcome.